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And only. Perfection in a league of its own.
The Genesis is art and science brought to life with the finest
materials, resulting in a car that exceeds all expectations.
Through a collaboration with Hyundai Steel, the Genesis is able
to exist in a form that carries 51.5% of Advanced High-Strength
Steel, giving it superiority in safety and performance.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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51.2 : 48.8

51.2% Front

Rear

48.8%

Front and rear weight distribution for optimal safety and agility.

Realisation of an ideal body frame balance

Interesting journeys always come with twists and turns. The very same reason, the perfectly

The Genesis possesses an ideal weight distribution ratio of 51.2% : 48.8% for the body

balanced body structure and reinforced joints of the Genesis allows swift and effortless

by adjusting the position and weight of the engine and transmission, increasing the

reaction. Long and winding roads become a thrill.

wheel base, and decreasing the overhang in the front and the rear. The ideal balanced
weight of the body enhances safety during acceleration and braking performance.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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51.5%

Of Advanced High-Strength Steel to keep you safe, without the sound.
With the lightweight yet sturdy structure, the Genesis ensures impeccable safety to driver
and passengers alike. Peace of mind is taken to another level as the Advanced High-Strength
Steel provides more than just safety, but it also allows for powerful performance, swiftness
and noiselessness.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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36.88/37

The highest score in the Australasian New Car Assessment Program’s 21-year history.
At the core of the Genesis’ impeccable sense of control and stability is the Vehicle Stability
Management (VSM), which works in tandem with the Electronic Stability Control (ESC) to provide
swift and stable maneuvering, even at the sharpest corners.
Scan to learn
more about

Genesis Crash Test

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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123.0

Cubic feet providing amazing space and premium features.
The concept for Genesis’ interior was to ignite the senses, from touch
down to smell. With a total interior volume that betters any other vehicle
in its class, it is then adorned with premium nappa leather seats and
ergonomically designed toggles to ensure the utmost comfort to drivers
and passengers alike.

▲ Premium nappa leather
Ergonomic designs encased in premium materials
Genesis uses open pore and premium nappa leather, which have maintained
their natural beauty, along with real aluminum details that add a touch of
elegance and sophistication to the interior.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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Airbags strategically placed to ensure optimal safety.
Drivers and passengers can ride in confidence with airbags placed in the front, rear, side
curtains and front knees. The Genesis takes safety to an all new level, minimising any
possible risk in the event of a collision.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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397Nm
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397Nm
The high torque generated even at low RPM ranges of 5000 rpm.

Blazing through the freeway or gallantly striding around town, a drive with the Genesis

is always a pleasure. Feel the power and responsiveness right from the steering wheel,
all the way to the astounding Lambda 3.8 V6 GDi engine.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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Enjoy peace of mind with our new 8 years or 300,000km exclusive
Hyundai Powertrain Warranty (Engine and Gearbox), applicable to the
original owner only and manufacturer's warranty on all Hyundai models
for 5 years or 300,000km.
Terms & conditions apply.

An engine designed to deliver optimal performance not only at high speeds,
but also low to medium speeds.

8

-speed Automatic Rear Wheel Drive Transmission.
Seamless transmissions, excellent fuel economy, reduced noise and

Genesis generates a high torque of 397Nm even at the low RPM ranges of 5,000 rpm, significantly

improved acceleration are some of the things that come along with

increasing performance and reaction capabilities even at speeds of 80 to 120 km/h. In addition,

the Genesis’ rear wheel drive 8-speed automatic transmission systems.

a partition installed in the engine cavity minimises high-frequency noise including engine start up
noise and engine sound during high-speed acceleration.

Lambda 3.8 V6 GDi engine

397NM

2nd generation Genesis

1st generation Genesis

2,000

5,000

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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360°
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360°
Around View Monitoring System

Cameras in the front, back, left and right give you a full
scope of your surroundings.
Around View Monitoring System paired with the Smart Parking Assist
System takes out the complications of parking even in the tightest spots.
Just one of many luxuries you can come to expect from the Genesis.
Scan to learn
more about

Scan to learn
more about

Scan to learn
more about

Blind Spot Detection

Around View Monitor

Advanced Smart
Parking System

Smart Parking Assist System

Around View Monitoring System (AVM) /
Smart Parking Assist System (SPAS)
Cameras installed in the front, back, left and right of the vehicle not
only provide 360 degrees of visual information on the surroundings
of the car, but also reveal what is in blind spots on every side of the
vehicle for greater safety in diverse road and driving conditions.
Smart Parking Assist System (SPAS) automatically controls the
steering wheel to support precise and quick parking.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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9.7"

Info display projected onto the windshield.
With the head-up display, your eyes stay fixed on the road while driving information
is projected clearly onto the windshield glass even in bright conditions.
Scan to learn
more about

Smart Cruise Control

Cruise control setting and speed display

Side and rear warning system

Allows the driver to easily see the current
speed and the Smart Cruise Control setting.

Alerts the driver of vehicles in blind spots or
rear crossing vehicles to promote safe driving.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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EXTERIOR

EXTERIOR DETAILS THAT HAVE EVOLVED FROM VISUALS TO EMOTIONS

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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A

E

A Panorama sunroof
Genesis’ panorama sunroof gives the interior a more spacious feeling by bringing in
the wide open sky even when it is closed.

B

Power door system
Sensors imbedded in the door latches activate an actuator motor that closes the doors
completely even when they are not fully shut.

C

B

Puddle lamps
Puddle lamps are automatically activated when the driver approaches the car, improving
the convenience of opening doors and getting in and out of the car. The subtle glow
of the Genesis logo on the floor is guaranteed to give a unique satisfaction to those
entering the car.

F

D

Pocket light outside handle
Outside handles conveniently light up when boarding the vehicle in a dark area.

E

Satin finish beltline moulding
The satin finish of beltline moulding maximises the beauty of Genesis’ simple and
elegant lateral design.

C

G

F

Rain sensor
Sensors automatically adjust the wiper speed according to the density of rain to
provide greater visibility.

G Smart Trunk system
Standing near the perimeter of the trunk with the Smart Key for 3 seconds will open
the trunk lid automatically, giving convenient access to the trunk even when both
hands are full.

H 18″ alloy wheels
D

H

The finest materials and shape not only help improve driving performance, but the
sputtering silver finish conveys a higher level of sophistication.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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INTERIOR

INTERIOR DETAILS THAT HAVE EVOLVED FROM FEELING TO COMMUNICATING

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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A

E

A

Smart Key
The Genesis automatically detects your Smart Key when you approach. Unlocks the car
when you touch the door handle button, and enables key-less start-stop function.

B

Lexicon speakers
14 speakers that deliver ultimate sound reproduction comes as a standard with
additional speakers which can be aggregated to complete a Lexicon sound system that
is simply majestic.

C
B

Drive mode control system
The drive mode control system augments driving pleasure by allowing the driver to
choose between normal, sport and eco modes depending on road conditions and
personal preferences.

F

D

Integrated Memory System (IMS)
Integrated Memory System (IMS) is a function that memorises and reproduces seat,
outside mirror, steering wheel, and HUD screen settings that are stored to recall a
driver’s personal driving habits and preferences.

E

Analogue clock
An analogue clock complements state of the art systems to bring a warm touch that
enhances the comfort of your drive.

C

G

F

Floor console
A floor console with outstanding storage functionality opens to the left and to the
right. It doubles as an armrest to provide a more comfortable ride.

G+H

Rear door and backlite curtains
Effectively block out UV rays while helping to maintain privacy and prevent
discolouration of the vehicle’s interiors.

D

H

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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PERFORMANCE

FROM THE FRAME TO DRIVING ASSIST SYSTEMS,
TECHNOLOGIES OPTIMISED AROUND YOU
Rather than showing you new technologies, Genesis would like to show you a new kind

Lambda 3.8 V6 GDi engine
Torque (Nm)

of consideration that is centered around you. From an engine that offers exceptional

397

driving pleasure even at medium to low speeds to a frame containing increased Advanced
High Strength-Steel and state of the art systems that help you drive more safely, Genesis
would like to make you experience true progress that puts you at its core. You are the ultimate
destination of all the progress made in the Genesis; experience it yourself.

LAMBDA 3.8 V6 GDi ENGINE
Max. Power

315
397
6.8

ps

Genesis’ Lambda 3.8 V6 GDi engine delivers greatly enhanced practical acceleration
through an improved intake system and injector that strengthens torque at low to
medium speeds. It delivers 397Nm of torque at 5,000 rpm, enabling drivers to enjoy
lightness of acceleration. Day to day driving becomes a fun experience in a Genesis.

Max. Torque

Nm

0-100km/h

sec

8-speed automatic transmission
Genesis offers a wealth of technological advancements such as a turbine damper
torque converter, high-strength aluminium carrier, integrated sensors and wiring,
and a direct control solenoid valve body. In addition to excellent response in every
occasion and circumstance, it offers the most satisfying feeling of acceleration
and comfort as well as optimum efficiency.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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Strut Bar

End Pipe

Strut Bars and End Pipes
End pipes and diamond-shaped strut bars reinforce engine compartment
strength, enabling agile handling.

NVH

(Noise, Vibration, Harshness)

NVH measures range from the complete blockage of noise to the creation of
new sounds that enhance driving pleasure. Genesis uses 51.5% Advanced
High-Strength Steel to improve handling and reduce noise and vibration, in
addition to improving the vehicle’s safety. Moreover, it minimises the penetration
of engine noise and noise from the road by installing a bulkhead in the engine
compartment and using effective soundproofing materials.
Engine revving sound
Genesis takes the drivers’ emotional gratification to new heights by softening
the sounds of starting the engine and initial departure, while dynamically
tuning the sounds of acceleration.
Balance
NVH

Engine revving sound

51.5% Advanced High-Strength Steel

Dynamic tuning of
acceleration sound

A bulkhead in the engine

CO2 SENSOR
As a function that controls the concentration of CO2 inside the vehicle
to prevent drowsiness while driving, it uses outside air aptly to reduce
air-conditioning load and even enhances fuel economy.
Smart air-conditioning system
An auto defogging system to prevent fogging and a cluster ioniser
to purify air; creating a fresher, more comfortable driving environment.
In addition, the three-zone independent control mode makes it possible
to adjust temperatures for the driver, front passenger, and back seats
independently for greater comfort.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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PERFORMANCE

51.5%
ADVANCED HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL (AHSS)
The safety and sturdiness of the Genesis' body is improved by increasing the use
of Advanced High-Strength Steel to 51.5%, which directly improves the precision of
handling and helps to mute even the smallest vibrations and noise, elevating the
pleasure of driving.

Low Drag Coefficient of Cd0.26
The Genesis has an outstandingly low drag coefficient of Cd0.26,
making it one of the best aerodynamically-designed vehicles in
its class, improving performance and fuel efficiency.

2.9 %
RACK-MOTOR DRIVEN POWER-STEERING (R-MDPS)
R-MDPS is an electric steering system that enhances steering response and
stability by directly operating the rack with a high power 13 kN electric motor
that even improves fuel efficiency by 2.9% compared to regular hydraulic
power steering systems.
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904

N/mm

MULTI-LINK SUSPENSION
To withstand the centrifugal force in the opposite direction of a turn and to improve
tyre grip on the road surface, the lateral stiffness of the suspension was strengthened
to 904 N/mm so that drivers can experience a smooth and safe ride while making
turns and driving at high speeds.

Electronically Controlled Suspension (ECS)
Electronically Controlled Suspension (ECS) controls damping force based on road
conditions and driving mode to help improve ride and stability. In normal or eco
modes, ECS provides superior ride comfort. In sport mode, ECS provides superior
stability.

Undercover Shapes Optimised
The optimised undercover shape does not just add to the aesthetics
of the car but also to the car’s air resistance.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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SAFETY
Smart Cruise Control (SCC)

Blind Spot Detection (BSD)

The radar sensor installed in the front of the vehicle detects the distance from the car
ahead and automatically maintains distance and speed set by the driver when the driver
does not step on the accelerator or brakes. When the car stops and starts due to traffic
jams within 3 seconds, the vehicle automatically accelerates to the set speed when the
driver does not step on the accelerator.

The Blind Spot Detection (BSD) system alerts the driver when there is an object in a blind
spot that is not visible through the side mirrors and makes a second alert if the driver
turns on the turn signal and attempts to make a lane change.

Driver and passenger airbags
Driver and passenger seats are equipped
with Smart Airbags designed to reduce
head and neck injuries in the event of a
head-on collision.

Front knee airbags
Minimises injuries to the driver’s lower body
and knees in the event of a collision.

Active hood lift
Safety system that lifts the hood to
reduce impact on the pedestrian’s head in
the event of a pedestrian collision.
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Rear Cross-Traffic Alert (RCTA)
The Rear Cross-Traffic Alert (RCTA) system alerts the driver if an object is about to
cross the rear of the vehicle from the left or the right when backing out of a space
to prevent accidents.

Side curtain airbags
Improves protection of occupants’ heads in
the event of a rollover of the vehicle.

Front and rear side airbags
Improved deployment of side airbags helps
protect the chest and pelvis more effectively.

Pre-Safe Belt (PSB)
In order to protect passengers, the seat
belt tightens upon detecting risks, including
sudden brakings or slipping.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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CONVENIENCE

Ease

SMART PARKING ASSIST SYSTEM (SPAS)
SPAS senses parking spaces using an ultrasonic sensor on the side of the vehicle and guides the operation of the brakes and
transmission for the driver on the cluster screen. It also automatically controls the steering wheel to support precise and quick
parking. The Genesis SPAS supports both reverse parking and the exit modes that are frequently used.

Cluster Screen Modes

Range and conditions of activation of Smart Trunk
- When the driver carries the Smart Key and enters the Smart Trunk detection range
(about 0.5m to 1m)
- About 15 seconds after all doors are closed and locked

Parallel Parking

Reverse Parking

Available when there is a free space
the length of the vehicle +1m

Available when there is a free space
the width of the vehicle +0.8m

SMART TRUNK
When the driver stands near the trunk of the vehicle holding baggage and the Smart
Key for about three seconds, the trunk lid automatically opens. The driver can open
the trunk without having to put the baggage down.

Functions by driving conditions with the car ahead
Approach the rear side of the vehicle (welcome alert)
When the driver carries the Smart Key and enters toward the rear of the vehicle,
warning lights come on and an alert sound is activated once.

Detection and alert (detection alert)
When the driver stays at the spot for three seconds, the rear lamps flicker and the
alert sound is activated. Warning lights and alert sounds are activated every second.

Auto opening (opening alert)
After the rear lamps and alert sound are activated for a second, the trunk opens
automatically. Warning lights and alert sounds are activated twice.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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Glance

HEAD-UP DISPLAY
Driving information is projected on the windshield glass to enable the driver to grasp
information easily without taking eyes off the road. In addition, a 9.7″ virtual image with
10,000 cd/m 2 brightness and simple graphics ensure excellent readability.

Cruise control setting and speed
display
Display allows the driver to easily see
the current speed and the Smart Cruise
Control setting.

Side and rear warning system
Alerts the driver to vehicles in blind spots
or rear crossing vehicles to promote safe
driving.

SUPERVISION CLUSTER
A 7″ large TFT LCD is applied to the cluster and effectively delivers driving, vehicle
and guidance information, as well as alerts. Hyundai’s exclusive GUI conveys
information clearly and intuitively for easier operation.

Trip information screen 1

Trip information screen 2

Trip information screen 3

The trip computer clearly shows essential
driving information such as remaining
driving range and average fuel economy.

Genesis’ diverse information for safe
and convenient travel are displayed in
an intuitive manner.

AV information is conveyed in a way that
allows the driver to grasp information
quickly without distractions.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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CONVENIENCE

Control

AROUND VIEW MONITOR (AVM)
The AVM displays images collected by pantoscopic cameras installed on four
sides of the vehicle on a screen through a system algorithm, allowing the
driver to have a bird’s-eye view of the vehicle and obstacles. This maximises
driver convenience when parking or driving in narrow spaces.

④ Outside mirror bottom
(Right)

② Rear
garnish top

① Radiator
grille top

③ Outside mirror bottom
(Left)

STEERING WHEEL
Because the steering wheel is the most used vehicle component while driving,
its grip and operational feel are of greatest importance. Genesis’ steering wheel
breaks away from traditional shapes and layouts. Its user-friendly and functional
layout delivers a new experience in driving.

Paddle
shifters

29.5

Cross-cut view
34

Genesis’ steering wheel veers
away from traditional shapes
to deliver a tighter grip that
provides greater comfort even
in long drives.

Remote control

Large hand-resting area

Steering wheel controls

Optimised

are grouped within a 50mm

modification of padding on

to 105mm reach zone for

the steering wheel improves

user-friendliness.

the grip and helps prevent

placement

and

mistakes in operation.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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Touch

SEATS
To improve comfort, Genesis uses pads of different hardness in each section of the seat and side
bolsters in the back with air cells that can be adjusted to maximise the driver’s comfort. The seat
cushions are ventilated and can also be extended to further optimise the comfort of passengers.

REAR ARMREST REMOTE
Passengers in the back are granted control of the rear seats and can access multimedia
features of the car through the rear armrest remote.

Back hardness : Soft

Cushion hardness : Medium

Back hardness : Medium

Cushion hardness : Hard

Back hardness : Hard

Cushion hardness : Soft

Driver’s power side bolster

Driver’s extendable cushion

Ventilated seats

MULTIMEDIA (8-INCH DISPLAY)
Packed with advanced features such as voice and touch control systems on a highvisibility screen with a broad 89-degree viewing angle, giving you seamless navigation
in various situations.

High display visibility
- 8-inch display
- Screen with a broad 89-degree viewing
angle in four directions.
- 800cd screen with clear images
and high visibility.

Capacitive touch function and
reinforced - voice control system
- Improved control with capacitive touch
(existing system: static pressure).

UI design with improved usability
- Partitioned home screen enables viewing
of navigation information, audio/visual
and other information at the same time.
- Frequently used functions can be set
at “my menu.”

Quick guide system applied
- Major AV functions are described and
a user guide is provided.

- Improved voice recognition rate and
dual control using both voice and touch
at the same time.

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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THE CARING PERFORMANCE OF GENESIS
EXTERIOR COLOURS

Marble white YW6

BEIGE TWO-TONE

Leather (Beige)

Platinum silver Y6S

Onyx black YB6

BLACK ONE-TONE
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THE CARING PERFORMANCE OF GENESIS
DIMENSIONS

1,480

[Unit : mm, Specifications of reference : based on the 3D figures]

Length

4,990

Width

1,890

Height

1,480
3,010

Wheel Base
Overhang

845

3,010

1,135

4,990

Head Room

Rear

845
1,135

1st

1,045

Front

nd

970

st

1,160

2
Leg Room

1
1

890
210

2nd

312

nd

2
Hip point
from seating

st

77
433
Trunk capacity (ℓ)

1,628

1,659

1,890

1,890

4 golf bags
+
4 Boston bags

Pictures are for illustration purposes only. Actual unit may differ.
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SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

GENESIS 3.8L GDI

Engine
Displacement (cc)
Bore x Stroke (mm)
Compression Ratio

Outside Mirror
3,778

Side Repeater

96 x 87

Outside Handle

Electric Folding, Puddle/Logo Lamp, Electro-Chromic Mirror (ECM)
LED
Chrome Coated with Pocket Lighting

11

Tailgate

Hands Free Smart Trunk Open, Power Trunk Lid

Max Power (ps/rpm)

315ps/6000rpm

Window

Sound Proof (Acoustic Laminated)

Max Torque (Nm/rpm)

397Nm/5000rpm

Interior

Transmission

8-speed Auto

Suspension

Power Seat (Driver)

Front

Multi Link

Rear

Multi Link With High Performance Damper

Electronic Control Suspension (ECS)

Yes

Brakes
Ventilated Disc

Rear Brake Type

Solid Disc
Electric Parking Brake

Wheels & Tyres
Wheels
Tyres

245/55 R18

Safety & Security
Airbag

Power Bolster & Extendable, Memory Function
8-way Power with Electric Lumbar

Supervision Cluster

Supervision Cluster (7" TFT-LCD)

Rain Sensor
Leather Wrap Steering Wheel
Inside Rear View Mirror
Clock

18" Alloy

Curtain
Rear Console Air Vent
Sunroof

9
Yes

Audio System

Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS)

Yes

Steering Wheel Audio Control

Traction Control System (TCS)

Yes

Speaker

Brake Assist System (BAS)

Yes

Connectivity

Vehicle Stability Management (VSM)

Yes

Comfort & Convenience

Hill Start Assist (HAC)

Yes

Power Window

Emergency Stop Signal (ESS)

Yes

Smart Key with Start Stop Button

Pre-Safety Belt (PSB)

Yes

Auto Cruise

Blind Spot Detection

Yes

Air Condition

Steering
Rack Motor Driven Power Steering (R-MDPS)

Paddle Shifter

Yes
Electric Adjust with Memory Function
5.52

Exterior
Radiator Grille
Hood
Head Lamp
Fog Lamp
Head Lamp Washer
Rear Lamp

hyundai150381 Genesis broc-Page 34_.indd 1

Yes
Yes
Electro-Chromic Mirror (ECM)
Analog (Front)
Rear Door Side: Manual, Backlite: Electric
Yes
Panorama
8.0" Color TFT Display
Yes
14ea Lexicon Speaker
Aux, USB, Bluetooth
4 Windows with Auto Up/Down and Safety
Yes
Smart Cruise Control
Full Auto (Dual), Dual Mode (Separate Mode Control),
Auto Defogger, Cluster Ioniser, CO2 Sensor

Steering Type

Min. Turning Radius (m)

Vanity Mirror, LED Illuminated

Audio

Electronic Stability Control (ESC)

Tilt & Telescopic

Premium Leather (Ventilated)
8-way Power with Electric Lumbar,

Power Seat (Front Passenger)
Sunvisor

Front Brake Type
Parking Brake

Seats

Black with Chrome Coating
Gas Lift, Hood Insulator, Active Hood System

Auto Light Control
Parking Assist

Yes
Smart Park Assist System (SPAS)

Rear-View Camera

Yes

Around View Monitor

Yes

Head Up Display

Yes

Power Door Latch

Yes

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)

Yes

HID, Auto Leveling, Active Cornering Light
LED
Yes

*Specifications stated here are subject to change without prior notice and may differ from those shown in brochure. Some of the equipment
illustrated or described in this brochure may not be supplied as a standard and may be available at extra costs. Please consult the sales
personnel for full information and availability on colours and trimmings.

LED Combination Lamps
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Help is at hand with the FREE 24/7 Roadside Assist*. Designed to provide protection to Hyundai owners in case of accidents,
vehicle breakdown, parts malfunction or even a flat tyre. Roadside Assist will provide you with assistance needed, covering
on-site repair or towing services. Here we present you the ultimate freedom to roam with peace of mind like never before.
Terms & conditions apply.
* Refer to 24/7 Roadside Assists leaflet for details.

DH-1501

Enjoy peace of mind with our new 8 years or 300,000km exclusive Hyundai Powertrain Warranty (Engine and Gearbox),
applicable to the original owner only and manufacturer's warranty on all Hyundai models for 5 years or 300,000km.
Terms & conditions apply.

People’s expectation towards individual mobility requires more than just a convenient means of transportation. The old understanding
of cars has become outdated. A car represents individuals’ lifestyles, and it has become an integral part of their lives. At the same
time, the automobile industry has experienced a seismic shift. Hyundai Motor Company has grown rapidly to become one of the largest
automakers, backed by world class production capability and superior quality. We have now reached a point where we need a qualitative
approach to bringing bigger ideas and relevant solutions to our customers. This is an opportunity to move forward and we have developed
a new brand slogan that encapsulates our willingness to take a big leap. Led by our new slogan and the new thinking underlying it,
we will become a company that keeps challenging itself to unlock new possibilities for people and the planet.
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